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TheHolyQur’an
“O ye who believe! fear Allah and be with the truthful.”
(The Holy Qur’an, Surah At-Taubah, Verse 119)

Commentary
This verse lays down one of the most important rules of conduct that contribute to the building up of a person’s
moral character and to his spiritual growth and development. This consists (1) in one’s own effort to perfect his
righteousness by developing the fear of God and (2) in seeking the company of the truthful and sticking to it. As a
matter of fact, to keep company with the righteous and the truthful is highly essential. It serves to remove moral and
spiritual rust from one’s heart and exercises a very wholesome influence on it. It leads a believer to the fountain of
purity and righteousness. It provides a moral and spiritual environment for man.
The Holy Quran, Chapter 9, At Taubah. Verse no; 121. “English W/ 5 Vol. Commentary
(1988)” (Translation of commentary by Hadhrat Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood Ahmad ra).
P. 965. Available online at: https://www.alislam.org/quran/view/?page=965&amp;region=E1.
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Zakat
Hazrat Abu Hurairah, God be pleased with him, narrates that a person enquired
of the Holy Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him:

“O Messenger of Allah, which act of charity has the greatest reward?”
The Messenger of Allah answered, ‘That you give charity when you are
in good health, when you yourself stand in need, and when you are
afraid of poverty and desire to become wealthy-if, even then, you are not
neglectful. Not that you tarry until your life is ebbing out, and then you
say this much for him and that much for him.”
(Mishkat)
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TheSpiritualQuest
The spiritual quest is to embark upon the path of Allah and
His Messenger (saw) as a result of one’s own understanding and sense.
For example, Allah the Exalted states:

“Say, ‘If you love Allah, follow me: then will Allah love you and forgive you
your faults. And Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful’.

Meaning, if you desire to become the beloved of God, then follow the Noble
Prophet, on whom be peace. It was this Perfect Guide and Messenger who
shouldered such afflictions as are unparalleled in the history of the world. He did
not rest even a single day in his life. Now, those who truly emulate their master can
only be ones who follow his every word and action with assiduous toil and labour.
Only he is a follower who obeys the Holy Prophet (saw) in all respects. Allah the
Exalted does not like those who flock to comfort and flee from hardship. Rather,
such a one shall incur the wrath of Allah Almighty. In this verse, Allah the Exalted
has commanded obedience to the Holy Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah
be upon him. The task of a seeker of God ought to be to first study the entire life
of the Holy Prophet (saw) and then follow him. This is called ‘the spiritual quest.’
There are great trials and tribulations in this path. It is only after these difficulties are
shouldered that a person becomes a seeker of God.

Maualwi Sher’ Ali, The Holy Qur’an- Arabic Text and English Translation, Surah Al-e-Imran: verse 32, p. 56 available at: https://www.alislam.org/quran/Holy-Quran-English.pdf
2 Khan, A.M., Malfuzat-Saying and Discourses of the Promised Messiah (as): Volume 1, p.26, available at: https://www.alislam.org/library/books/Malfuzat-1.pdf
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Concluding Session of
the UK National
Waqfat-e-Nau Ijtema
Head of Ahmadiyya Muslim Community Urges Ahmadi Muslim Girls and
Women to Stand in Defence of Islam, April 2019

“Disregard any hesitation or fear and stand up with certainty and
conviction in the truth of your faith and respond to those who
seek to defame its pure teachings.”
“In this era, it is only by reading the books of the Promised Messiah (peace be
upon him) and his Khulafa (successors) that we can truly comprehend our faith
and respond to those who level false allegations against Islam…
You must make it a habit to set aside time every day to read the books or
writings of the Promised Messiah (peace be upon him) as they will
furnish you with the necessary means to defend your religion.”
“Never entertain the thought that your religion is somehow backward or out
of touch with the modern world. Conversely, the more you take pride in your
religion and the more you live your lives according to the teachings
of Islam, the more others will respect you and this is how your honour
and dignity will be established in the world.”
“There is no Islamic teaching that should cause any complex or apprehension
to emerge in your minds. Never worry for a second that others might taunt you
or consider you to be a laughing stock because of your religious beliefs.
If they mock, let them!”
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2013, Part 3

A

Another example of
Huzoor’s kindness:

Tour of Australia

This was yet another example
of Huzoor’s kindness, whereby
having become aware of
the sincere gesture Huzoor
immediately instructed that he
would change cars so that the
desire of the local Ahmadi would
be satisfied.

I saw that Huzoor’s security guards were
suddenly removing Huzoor’s entire luggage
from his normal car and placing it in a different
vehicle. I wondered if there was something
wrong with Huzoor’s car which was why they
were so urgently switching everything. However,
later on I learned that a sincere local Ahmadi
had purchased a brand-new Mercedes with
the hope that Huzoor would travel in his car
during his visit to Brisbane. Huzoor had not
been informed of this gesture and it was only
that morning that Huzoor somehow became
aware. The car that Huzoor normally travelled
in was a bigger Mercedes than the new car
and perhaps for this reason the local Jama’at
may have decided not to use the new car. The
Ahmadi who had purchased the new Mercedes
especially in the hope that Huzoor would sit in it
was extremely upset. As soon as Huzoor found
out he instructed that he and Khala Saboohi
would sit in the new Mercedes and that the
person whose car it was would himself be the
driver.

Huzoor’s concern
for local Ahmadis:
We ended up leaving the mosque at 10.15,
ahead of schedule and so later I asked Majid
Sahib why we had ended up leaving early. He
said Huzoor had come out early after seeing that
so many Ahmadi men and women were stood
in the searing heat. To prevent them having to
wait in the heat any longer, Huzoor brought
forward his own departure by 30 minutes.
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Hazrat Musleh Maud (ra)
Hazrat Musleh Maud (may Allah be pleased with him) said
he used to listen to a story as a child and laugh, although the
story was meant to be a moral tale and the writer intended
it as an analogy of the state of current day Muslims. A family
maid used to wake up at the time of sehri but did not fast. The
lady of the house thought the maid rose at sehri to help out
but as she did not fast the lady thought why unnecessarily
inconvenience her.
So after a few days she told her not to awake her at sehri
time and said she would manage on her own. The maid
responded in amazement and said, mistress, I do not offer
Salat, I do not keep fasts. If I do not even eat sehri, I might as
well be a disbeliever!
Of course this is an illustration of the state of Muslims,
for example their stance on attending the last
Friday Prayer of Ramadan.
It is comical to consider offering of one Salat as sufficient.
Indeed, five daily Prayers are obligatory on all adult Muslims of
sane mind and for men congregational Salat is obligatory.
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Hadhrat Umar Farooq (ra)
(may Allah be pleased with him)

What I really liked about this book was the human
side of Hadhrat Umar (ra) that was brought out
by the author. He is portrayed as a man we
can all aspire to. He was humble, strict in his
observance of the Islamic faith, passionate in
his love for serving the people inorder to win the
pleasure of his Creator and was always brave
enough to do the right thing.
During the lifetime of the Holy Prophet (saw),
Hadhrat Umar (ra) would be found at his beloved
master’s side, be it in the mosque, a battle or
an expedition. Naturally when the Holy Prophet
(saw) passed away, Hadhrat Umar (ra) was
devastated, but like a true believer, he resigned
himself to Allah’s will and pledged allegiance at
the hand of the first Khalifa Hadhrat Abu Bakr
(ra). It was at the point where Hadhrat Umar (ra)
was elected the second Khalifa that you really
begin to learn about this amazing man.
I loved the incident where during the battle of
Qaadsia in Iraq, Hadhrat Umar (ra) was eager
to know the outcome, so he would go out of
Medina every day and wait for news. Finally, he
saw a messenger riding on his camel towards
Medina with news. He ran alongside him. The
messenger, not knowing that the man running

“

He was humble, strict in his
observance of the Islamic
faith, passionate in his love for
serving the people in order to
win the pleasure of his Creator
and was always brave enough
to do the right thing.

“

This book is about one of the closest companions
of the Holy Prophet (saw), Hadhrat Umar Farooq
(ra). Many of us are familiar with stories about
this remarkable man and his life during the life
time of the Holy Prophet (saw), but this book
gives us an insight into his life as the second
Khalifa, the trials he encountered, how he faced
them and what he ultimately achieved.

alongside him was the Khalifa of the Muslim
Empire, the very man he was wanting to inform,
answered Hadhrat Umar’s (ra) questions about
the battle. They continued for a while until they got
closer to Medina. The messenger trotting along
on his camel and Hadhrat Umar (ra) running
alongside him asking questions, until one of the
residents of the city addressed Hadhrat Umar
(ra) as Ameer-ul-Momineen.
The messenger was shocked and embarrassed
to find out that this man who he considered a
simple resident of Medina was in fact the Khalifa!
He apologized profusely, but Hadhrat Umar (ra)
simply told him it does not matter and asked
him for further information! This illustrates how
humble Hadhrat Umar was.
During Hadhrat Umar’s (ra) Khailafat, the Muslim
Empire expanded massively meaning that
many new countries came into the fold of Islam.
Once, the leader of Persia named Hurmazaan
requested to meet Hadhrat Umar (ra) after being
arrested during the battle of Tustar. Upon arrival
9
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Hurmazaan asked where Hadhrat Umar (ra) was
the people pointed to a man sleeping on the floor
of the mosque. Seeing this Humazaan thought to
himself, ‘this can’t be the Ameer-ul-Mumineen! I
was expecting him to live in a palace surrounded
by a thousand bodyguards!’ Rather overwhelmed
by his simplicity he did in fact exclaim that;
“this person has the qualities of a Prophet.”
This, therefore, compels you to draw a
comparisons between countless power holding
authoritative figures and royal monarchs of the
current age that prefer to live in grand palaces,
whereas Hadhrat Umar (ra) preferred and in fact
loved a simplistic and humble lifestyle. He did
not care for any sort of these materialistic things
as only his faith mattered.

“this person
has the qualities
of a Prophet.”

I learnt so many new things about Hadhrat Umar
(ra). By the end of his Khilafat he had established
all over the empire- police departments, a
department of justice, prison houses,new
mosques and a welfare state, which meant
non-Muslims and Muslims alike could claim a
maintenance allowance if they needed to. Thus,
seeing the ever-expanding Muslim Empire,
Hadhrat Umar (ra) established order for the
people. The setup he created is very much like
the society we live in today. I had no idea that all
this was done just a few years after the passing
of the Holy Prophet (saw)!
This book took me on a journey through the life
of Hadhrat Umar (ra). One of the most ardent
devotees of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (saw)
who served in his office as Khalifa with the
utmost duty to Allah and to his people. He began
as a bitter enemy of Islam but, towards the end
of his life, requested that he be buried at the side
of his Holy Master (saw).
Book Author: Rashid Ahmad Chaudhry
Review: Sajeela Ahmad
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Why I chose
Medicine
Mashal Huda

I chose Medicine because for me it was always a childhood dream to become a doctor but
also it seemed like a vocation that suited my personality. I was attracted to the prospect of
caring for patients as people- which is at the very heart of medicine and it is a great privilege
to be able to help people in their most trying times. The ethos of medicine always appealed to
me too; I wanted a noble career where integrity is important. Alongside this, I am studious and
have a genuine interest in the working of the human body and causes of ailments, so I knew I
would find studying Medicine intellectually rewarding. Medicine has its roots in science which
was always my primary interest in school. In terms of job prospects, it offers a secure career
with job opportunities in multiple areas of work. This includes practicing as a clinician, medical teaching, working abroad, research opportunities, leadership and management roles.

Applying for Medicine:

The Obstacles:

Medicine is an amazing, prestigious, gratifying career that allows you to serve humanity,
however it comes with great responsibility and
brings a lot of challenges and requires you to
be resilient, hardworking and patient. The
job comes with a great deal of pressure and
requires one to be highly competent and skilled.
Life as a doctor brings many challenges with
it such as; long working hours, demanding
patients, many exams etc. There is a lot of
knowledge to be learnt and understood and a
plethora of practical skills that you need to be
able to perform. As a result, often as a doctor
it can be quite challenging to maintain a good
balance between personal and work life.

Getting into Medical school can be quite difficult. It generally requires one to perform really well in their GCSEs and A levels. Sign up and
complete relevant work experience and also
carry out voluntary work. Then you have to do
well in the Medicine entry exams and be able
to pass the final university interviews. Having said that, there are other ways to get into
Medicine too and not everyone gets into medicine following the same route. You can always
re-take your A-levels, take a gap year/years or
study Medicine as a second degree- enrolling
in an extended Medical degree programme.
This provides those students a good opportunity who didn’t quite achieve their desired grades
the first-time round to get into medical school.
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Life as a medical student:
Being a medical student is fun! To give you an insight, as a second-year medical
student at King’s College London my weekly routine is mixed; I start the week
(when I’m not in Coronavirus lockdown!) with lectures on Mondays, then I have
hospital placements on Tuesdays where I get to see patients in a wide range
of departments, Wednesdays is anatomy teaching, Thursdays we are taught
a student-selected- module where we have the opportunity to learn anything
outside of Medicine that we’d like to try a hand at (I’m teaching at secondary
schools!) and Fridays is placement at a GP surgery. It is a very eventful week and
through these experiences I learn a lot and get to meet a range of different
people at different places/locations which allows me to work on and expand
my networking skills. That being said, Medicine is taught differently from
university to university- so if you’re interested in applying it’s important that
you research and get to know a little about the different teaching styles and
choose according to what suits you best and seems most adaptable to your
learning habits. Broadly speaking, there’s two main teaching styles; traditional
lecture based learning, and modern (student-driven) problem-based
learning and then there are some universities in the middle of the spectrum.

What I hope to get out of studying Medicine:
A degree in Medicine is a great asset, it allows you
to work in a wide range of areas within Medicine and
outside of Medicine. I wish to get a lot out of my degree
in Medicine and become a competent doctor, Insha’Allahand be able to help patients to the best of my ability.
A Medical degree also offers a range of other career
opportunities and alternative careers that one can choose
from: Medical Teaching is one that I am quite interested
in personally. Working as a doctor is a dynamic job
that changes and always develops over time, allowing
bestofservicestobeofferedtothesociety.There’salwaysnew
cutting-edge scientific innovation and new guidelines that
require doctors to be adaptable and allows lifelong learning.
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This is
Timeless
Taken from a personal poem
written in 1869, reprinted during
the 1919 Pandemic:
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And people stayed at home
And read books
And listened
And they rested
And did exercises
And made art and played
And learned new ways of being
And stopped and listened
More deeply
Someone meditated, someone prayed
Someone met their shadow
And people began to think differently
And people healed.
And in the absence of people who
Lived in ignorant ways
Dangerous, meaningless and heartless,
The earth also began to heal
And when the danger ended and
People found themselves
They grieved for the dead
And made new choices
And dreamed of new vision
And created new ways of living
And completely healed the earth
Just as they were healed.
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Hazrat Fatimah bint Al-Khattab

(may Allah be pleased with her)
Author: Sarah Ward

There is a lot of misunderstanding about the role of women is Islam. A lot of people think
that they are mistreated and side-lined, but this is far from true. Muslim women have
been leading the way in a wide variety of fields and setting an example for us to follow. In
this edition we are taking a look at one of the sahabas (companions) of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) – Hazrat Fatimah bint al Khattab
(may Allah be pleased with her).
Hazrat Fatimah (ra) was the sister of Hazrat Umar bin Khattab (ra). He was
a well-known personality in Mecca and his family were well respected. In
the early time of Islam he was a fierce opponent of the Muslims and his
temper was often directed towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
himself. One day he even set out with his sword – ready to find the Holy
Prophet (pbuh) and to end his life and put a stop to the spread of Islam.
On his way to do this, he heard a rumour that his own sister had become a
Muslim. He marched over to her house and decided to tell her off and
punish her. When he arrived, he had heard the recitation of the Holy
Qur’an. Enraged, he asked what was going on. Hazrat Fatimah bravely
and honestly told him that they had become Muslim and were listening
to some verses.
This made Hazrat Umar (ra) even more angry. In his fury, he
raised his hand and went to strike his brother-in-law’s face.
Here Hazrat Fatimah (ra) was again brave and decisive, she
told her brother: “If you want to kill us, go ahead.’”Also, she
stepped in between the two men and as a result, her own
face was struck by her brother.
Hazrat Umar (ra) was ashamed of his actions for he was
a loving brother and seeing his sister’s face in such a
condition shocked him a great deal and made him sorry
for his actions. He then asked for the pages of the Qur’an
to be shown to him. Upon this, the supreme faith of his
sister roared into action, and having already been beaten
by her brother, she no longer remained a defenceless
woman but was transformed into a courageous lioness.
Without any fear, she declared, you cannot touch the
Qur’an as you are not pure or clean. I cannot place the
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Holy Qur’an anywhere near you whilst you are in this state. Having realised what he had
done, Hazrat Umar (ra) felt ashamed, and so softly asked his sister how he could purify
himself so that she would permit him to read the Qur’an. In reply, his sister said that he
must first go and bathe and clean himself and only then would she permit him to touch
the Holy Qur’an. As instructed, Hazrat Umar (ra) went and bathed before returning and
then his sister placed the Qur’an before him. After reading just a few verses, Hazrat Umar’s
(ra) heart melted at the beauty of what he was reading, and tears flowed from his eyes.
Instantly, he felt abhorrence and shame for his past disbelief of Islam. Instantly, he viewed
his past life with nothing but disdain and disgust.

Thereupon, he stood up in an emotional state and asked where the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (saw) lived. Hearing this, his sister felt a surge of love for her brother and
prayed sincerely that he would accept Islam, but at the same time she knew that she could
never forgive herself if her brother was the cause of any harm to the Holy Prophet (saw).
Thus, she grabbed hold of the collar of Hazrat Umar (ra) and with great emotion, that
only could be stirred by true faith and love for the Holy Prophet (saw) she said, first, swear
that you will not approach Muhammad (saw) with any ill intention. With true humility,
Hazrat Umar (ra) replied, my only intention is to become a Muslim. Upon this, his sister
rejoiced and informed her brother where the Holy Prophet (saw) was. Hazrat Umar (ra)
duly approached the Holy Prophet (saw) and accepted Islam in a state of total submission.
Hence, this was the great sacrifice made by a woman, who melted the heart of her brother,
and as a result, the Muslims celebrated and raised slogans in praise of Allah, “Allah O Akbar”
[Allah is Great].
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GCSE Student
Inaya Ahmad (Surbiton)

I am sure everyone else who is experiencing
these times is getting mixed messages and
feelings about this unimaginable situation. I feel
like all our hard work put into our GCSE subjects
has gone to waste.

We would have all wanted to actually sit in the
exam hall and take all those exams.

We wanted to be there for results day opening
to see all the hard work and effort we put in for
this day. Instead we will be getting predicted
People would think we would be happy about grades, with a mix of our mock results and
teacher’s opinions. Yes, I am most upset about
not sitting our GCSE’s, but that’s not the case.
this. Firstly, our mock results are not a true
Yes at first, I was so happy that exams have reflection rather they tend to show a percentage
been cancelled as I was extremely stressed at of our academic ability which can be very
the time because I hadn’t started revising yet, misleading.
but then everything crumbled.
I also fear how, when the time comes, will be
It’s actually not that fun being at home all the time able to tell our future kids what GCSE’s were
as we’re not used to it. Yes, I have my computer like for us when their time comes to experience the
and phone to keep in touch with friends and same. That saddens me. There is a predicament
complete schoolwork, but I am missing school, also of how we will pursue the A-levels we chose
the lessons and my teachers as that was the and careers we wanted to pursue.
place where I could laugh and have fun with my
best friends. But all of that has suddenly been However, some of the good things that have
come out of staying at home is that we have
taken away from us.
become closer as a family. My siblings and
There will be no graduation assembly and I play board games with each other (without
leavers video, no results day and not having that much fighting!) and sometimes with our mum.
self-accomplished feeling where you put down We also sit together with her and have general
your pen for the very last time in your last exam conversations and discuss spiritual aspects. We
which in my case was supposed to be Physics also have more time to play in our garden on
and feel relieved. I think we would all have our trampoline, which is always nice. It’s given
wanted to experience what our work would have us the opportunity to build on our existing our
love for Allah.
produced and seeing the end results.
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Final year, University student
Nadia Ghauri

A few days ago, I remembered that this time last
year I had just come back from a trip to northern
Italy. Back then, I had no idea that my idyllic city
break would have been impossible one year
later. I could never have imagined that those
picturesque landscapes, dreamy gelaterias and
bustling markets would be struck down by a
global pandemic.

Covid-19 almost seemed like
some kind of mythical creature
that people talked about but
never really understood.

Until just over a week ago, life in my university
town, Oxford, continued as normal. It felt
strange and surreal to read about the lockdowns
happening in other countries. Covid-19 almost
seemed like some kind of mythical creature
that people talked about but never really
understood. Yet within a matter of days my
situation transformed. Emails and group chats
began endlessly pinging and I found myself
sifting through a lot of information that my brain
could hardly process!
My productivity went down and I was both
distracted and worried as to what it meant for
my studies, especially as a final year student.
When libraries started shutting down one by
one, it was weird to see the ‘panic borrowers’;
frantic students running around with unsteady
stacks of books, climbing up ladders to reach
the top shelves, photocopiers conking out while
the queue at the issue desk slowly swelled.
Since then, the Oxford libraries have digitised
hundreds of books and articles to help us and
my college library is even offering a delivery
service.
In terms of my current work, I have received an
extension for my dissertation. My speaking and
listening exams are cancelled, which is unheard
of in the history of language degrees! But lots
of things are still up in the air about my written
exams. All I know is that they will be remote i.e.
online. This opens a whole can of worms for a
language student. For a start, I cannot possibly
type fast enough using my Arabic keyboard for
my translations.
Plus, surely people can have dictionaries to
hand?! The Student Union (basically a student
council) has set up an online suggestions page
where all students can share their thoughts on
exams and alternatives e.g. coursework or
postponement.
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The best source of
comfort for me is dua
(prayer), as everything
is in God’s power!

I have found this a bit stressful, and I’ve tried to
take one day at a time in order to maintain my
focus. It’s a shame I’ve had to go home earlier
than usual as I am paying rent for a student house
and was looking forward to spending my Easter
break revising in pretty libraries! However, I try
and remind myself that at the end of the day, with
all the havoc Covid-19 is wreaking, I must be
grateful for my health and my family’s. Yes, it’s
strange having to revise and study at home, and
yes, I may end up doing my Oxford finals at the
dining room table! But this is nothing compared
to the suffering of those who have loved ones
whose health is compromised, are losing jobs
or are working in highly stressful conditions in
hospitals or supermarkets.

The unknown is no doubt
intimidating.
Secondly,we are blessed with Khilafat. I wrote
a letter to Huzoor (aba) recently requesting
prayers for my studies, and even just sending it
reassured me. Jamaat books and websites are
also filled with wisdom and advice that are just
a google search away. My university chaplain,
the nurse, the student welfare reps, and the
counsellor are all providing support remotely
now as well. Learning to adapt is such a vital
life skill, and we can all come out of this process
more resilient, compassionate and grateful for
the little things in life! The unknown is no doubt
intimidating. We cannot predict for sure what
the next government measures will be or for
how long we will be confined. Who knows when
I will next see my professors or my classmates
or enter a Starbucks. In any case, Class of 2020
will go down in history as the year group who
did their university finals during isolation, and
Insha’Allah I will live to tell
the tale to my children!
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Lately, we have been hearing a lot about the,
“Coronavirus.” And because of that sometimes
it gets really hard to concentrate, because this
virus seems to have just taken over my life! My
life has TOTALLY changed because of this virus.
I really miss my friends, and they miss me too. I
am praying a lot, and I hope that this makes me
feel better.

Ajla Tariq, age 9 (Milton Keynes)

Huzoor (aba) also advised that we should not eat
chips or unhealthy food, because it will affect our
immune system. Huzoor (aba) explained that we
should drink more water. I personally follow
Huzoor (aba) commands, because I am an
Ahmadi Muslim. Everyone who is a true Ahmadi
should be following Huzoor’s (aba) rules, and
commandments. My message to everyone is,
to stay at home, wash your hands and follow
what the government says. May Allah keep us
all safe. Ameen.

Coronavirus,
A diary of my life.

My schooling has really been affected by the
coronavirus, as well as my grades. I am being
home schooled now, so that means I have to
stay at home, and do my work, at home. I get
my homework sent online by my teacher and I
am not allowed to; go outside, touch my face,
hug, high-ﬁve, or even sit next to anyone.
There is nothing to do in the house. The thing
is, I don’t like staying inside the house, but the
government and Huzoor (aba) have directed us
to. Our beloved Huzoor (aba), said, during Friday
sermon, that we should take care of ourselves,
and pray that we do not get the coronavirus.
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On Wednesday morning, I was in school at
7.30am for a philosophy revision session. My
lessons finished by 1pm, but I chose to stay
at school until 5pm to study. The plan for the
evening was to write some essay plans and
study for a maths exam on Friday. That was all
until the Prime Minister announced that there
would be no exams this year, but did not specify
what would happen instead. Immediately, what
followed was a sense of frustration, stress
and confusion. I couldn’t work out what would
happen next. I spent the evening trying to find
it within me to study, but without an exam date,
it all felt pointless. We were all upset, but were
still slightly hopeful that perhaps exams would
occur on a later date, maybe in the summer or
even in the new academic year. We wanted so
badly that our hard work would not go to waste.
What we didn’t realise until the next morning
was that we only had 2 days of school left,
ever. The 3 months that we had left suddenly
became a matter of hours, and none of us were
ready. Thursday was an incredibly difficult day
to get through. Teachers and students alike, we
were all trying to process what was happening.
None of it felt real. My routine at school was
like clockwork, so when this structure fell out of
place, I felt uncomfortable and out of place. Life
suddenly felt like it had lost all purpose.

open any longer. The pressure was starting to
build, but we were all so driven to do well. For
me, while it was about meeting my university
conditional offers, it was more about doing well
for myself. It was about proving to myself that
I could achieve something that I really set my
mind to, and it was about doing well almost as
a thank you to the teachers who worked so hard
for me.
This goodbye felt abrupt, it felt unnatural. We
were supposed to have these exams. We were
supposed to celebrate with the teachers. We
were supposed to have some sort of sense of
closure. Instead, we were left completely empty
and devastated. None of us were ready to let
go so soon.
Maybe I can’t clearly see that reason right now,
but I trust that God knows better. To anyone
else reading this, stay safe, stay hopeful, take
care of yourself and look out for others. There’s
a lot of vulnerable people out there, and there is
a lot the rest of us can do to help. The future
is ours; it is exactly how we shape it.

As an A level student, my life had grown to
completely revolve around my work, and nothing
else. I started off year 12 by trying to build up a
work ethic of dedicating 8 hours a day to my
studies. In the past few months, as exams got My experience as
closer, this had increased to 9 or even 10 hours
an A level student:
a day. The early mornings and late evenings
became more and more common, and I got Nigham Jahangiri
used to working until I could not keep my eyes
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There have been drastic changes in the past
few weeks in all of our lives due to current
COVID-19 pandemic. I am a final year student
of Biomedicine BSc Honours and currently
taking my exams. I have an 11 months old
daughter and I work full time, considering all
this, I planned ahead of time and had booked
a few days off work to study and be able to
complete my exams in peace. That did not
happen because my husband’s work place
had to close and for self-isolation guidance
from the government we were all at home.
That made my revision very difficult as I was
distracted with my family.

Biomedicine
(BSc , Student)
Amatul Momin
(Lower Morden Jama’at)

I am not a big fan of coursework. I prefer
exams and I do much better at them. If I get
85% in an exam, I would get a 40% for that
coursework. Of course, due to Government’s
guidelines, my university had to change our
revision sessions to online and also changed
all the exams to coursework. It has definitely
affected my performance, I can feel it. Most
likely it will reflect badly on my final results
but there is always something in your life that
is out of your control. My university is being
very helpful by accommodating us with this
alternative method of exams so we can still
graduate this year rather than wasting one
full year and they are also providing online
counselling as this situation is definitely
stressful.
I know everything that I have said sounds really
sad and unfortunate but being an Ahmadi
woman, what I have learnt in my life is that
everything happens for a reason. Allah has
a plan for everything. We can all get through
this crisis by putting our trust in Allah, praying
regularly and listening to Friday sermons for
spiritual and moral guidance. May Allah bless
us all and give us the strength to
cope. Ameen.

“but being an Ahmadi
woman, what I have learnt
in my life is that everything
happens for a reason”
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Prayer on
breaking fast

Your provision I end my fast.

“

“ O Allah, I fasted for Your sake and with
Hadith Reference: Sunan Abi Dawud- book of fasting
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GooeyCookieDough
• Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

½ cup unsalted butter, softened
½ cup sugar
¼ cup brown sugar, packed
1 tsp vanilla
1 large egg
1 1/3 cup plain flour
½ tsp bicarbonate of soda
Pinch of salt
1 cup chocolate chips

• Method
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-heat the oven to 180 degrees and lightly grease an 8- or 9-inch pan.
Cream the butter and sugars with an electric hand mixer or in a stand mixer until pale and fluffy (2-3 mins).
Add in the vanilla and eggs and combine on medium speed until fully incorporated.
Add in the flour, bicarbonate of soda and salt and mix until just combined. Add in half the chocolate chips.
Put the cookie dough into your pan and top with the remaining chocolate chips.
Cover with foil and bake for 20 mins. Remove the foil and bake uncovered for a further 10 mins.
Enjoy by itself or with vanilla ice cream.

Author: Sajeela Ahmad
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The Tongue
We may not think about it too much, but our tongues play a host of useful roles in our everyday lives.
1) We use our tongues all the time to eat, talk and swallow.
2) It is a funny little muscle that moves around in our mouth but doesn’t get tired!
3) Our tongues have stamina, but, contrary to popular belief the
strongest muscle in our body is not the tongue but the jaw.
4) Food wouldn’t taste the same without a healthy tongue. We have 2000 to 4000 taste
buds on our tongues. These taste buds change themselves every two weeks or so and
by the age of around 40 many of our taste buds die and fewer grow back,
which means our food often tastes blander the older we get.
5) No two tongues are alike.
6) Just like we all have different fingerprints, we each have different tongues too.
Researchers are working on ways to make the tongue a verification tool. So, the next
time you find yourself in a police station don’t feel rude if you’re asked to stick your
tongue out to a police officer!

WHY ELSE IS THE TONGUE A FASCINATNG MUSCLE?
1) If it becomes dry, we cannot speak.
And, if a muscle of the tongue is stretched, it freezes there.
2) Have you seen babies babble? Well, when they’re doing that it’s a way,
they begin to learn to use their tongues to talk- just like us!
3) Once they’ve imitated our way of speaking, they begin to adopt it as well.
4) With one’s growing age at times the tongue might get so used to the way it talks that
it won’t be able to use certain pronunciations. E.g. Mandarin doesn’t make much use
of the sound the “L” makes as commonly as oppose to say the English language. This
means that, as you grow older your tongue will need to practice learning new
movements. Just like any other muscle.

DISCOVER SOMETHING NEW:
Look in the mirror while you lift your tongue. Can you see how it is attached? Well, this helps
prevent the tongue from rolling back into your throat and choking you.
Did you know that without your tongue food would remain in your mouth? It’s the tongue
that cleverly collects food and pushes it down. See how useful this little, flexible tool is?
Our tongues are powerful enough to kill someone’s feelings with spiteful words OR
it can grant great comfort to a broken heart. How would you prefer to use your
tongue?
Let’s thank Allah Almighty for His Blessings.
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Unity

The second son also couldn’t do it.
Eventually it came to the last son who
again also failed to break the bulk of sticks.
One of the sons then said, ‘Father we can’t
break a bulk of sticks. The father laughed
and said ‘obviously you can’t because they
are together, and that’s how you should be
because when somebody is united they are
unbreakable- but when you are alone, like
you guys as you always fight, you’re a lot
more vulnerable and chances are that you
The farmer was not only wealthy, he was will break apart.’ The sons learnt a valuable
also very wise. He asked all of his sons to try lesson that day, and I hope so do all of you.
and break one stick. The first son broke it and
puffed showing that it was easy. The second
son it broke and did the same thing as the
first son. Eventually all the sons broke the
single sticks. One son then said Father, what
kind of job is this? it’s so easy’. The wealthy When you’re united as a family, your family is
man held his laughter in, as he was trying unbreakable as every member in the family
to look proficient. He then asked his sons to symbolises the strength of those roots that
break a bulk of sticks. The first son tried and hold a tree upright. At the same time if your
couldn’t do so and passed it on to the sec- family isn’t united then it’s like a plant that
ond son.
has lost its roots and can’t stand upright.

Once upon a time, in a farmhouse, there
lived a wealthy farmer. The wealthy farmer
had 6 sons who used to fight in front of him
on trivial matters. One day, the farmer, deep
in his thoughts realised that he had grown
rather old and may die very soon. Upon this
dreadful thought he gathered his children
into their meeting room to give out a job for
an interesting experiment he had thought
of.

Moral of the Story:

Our unity in Ahmadiyyat proves this point
to the world.
Saima Naveed (Newcastle Jamaat.)
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Riddles:
What eight letter word can have a letter taken away from it and still form a word?
Keep removing letters until you’re left with only one letter. What is the word?
The more you take the more you leave behind. What am I?
Which room do ghosts mostly avoid?
What’s the worst vegetable to carry on a ship?

Random Facts:
Who was the first female Prime Minister of the UK, and which year
was she elected in position?
Which international gaming event takes place every four years
and was initiated in Ancient Greece?

Life in the Lockdown: Coronavirus episode 1:
A Review of Religions production

Some people say this virus may be contained within 3 months,
what would you say about this?
“We should be very attentive and with strict rules, at least for another month- April and
going to May.” - Dr. Luigi De Salvia (Rome)
How do you manage to get your groceries- are there any shortages on that?
“It’s not a special problem. We can get everything. Now, in some
supermarkets, theyare checking the temperatures of customers”
Dr. Luigi De Salvia (Rome)
With the closure of schools- how do you think the education of children can continue
to run?
“At the beginning, it was astonishing [for] these pupils
or young people of university. But now this is more accepted
because the lessons online are going on.”
Dr. Luigi DeSalvia (Rome)
[YouTube link: https://youtu.be/5xBfqBtFL2s]
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Answer Riddles:
What eight letter word can have a letter taken away from it and still form a word?

The word is; Starting, Staring, String, Sting, Sing, Sin, In, I
Keep removing letters until you’re left with only one letter. What is the word?

I

The more you take the more you leave behind. What am I?

Footsteps

Which room do ghosts mostly avoid?

The Living Room

What’s the worst vegetable to carry on a ship?

A leek

Answer Random Facts:
Who was the first female Prime Minister of the UK, and which year was she elected in position?

Margaret Thatcher, 4th May 1979.

Which international gaming event takes place every four years and was initiated in Ancient
Greece?

Olympics Games.
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My Hijab
My hijab is my dignity,
My hijab is my identity,
With my scarf I display my faith,
Rather than my beauty,
Women in their hijab are like,
Exquisite pearls in their protective shells,
This mark of piety,
Is an act of faith, a symbol for the whole world to see,
Wearing my hijab is just my duty,
To my Almighty King,
The Maker of winter, autumn, summer and spring.
Bariha shahzadi, Age 14
Newham Jama’at
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My Mother
A mother is someone who always cares.
A mother who always prays
When things go wrong.
When life gets tough,
When we get sick,
When we need her,
She will always be there.
A mother a soft heart,
Mothers teach us good from bad.

Zahra Cheema, Age 10
Redbridge South East Region
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Emotive Poem
Sitting all alone
With a broken heart
Isolation feels like prison
No one here to listen
Happy one minute
Sad the next
Excited then worried
Emotions are complex
A whirlpool of feelings
My heart is tearing
A rollercoaster of emotions
Spread across the five oceans
However, somewhere along the stony way
Lies a hidden hope of yesterday
You probably never noticed it in the past
But there are still joys forever to last
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There is one word
That keeps you going
It’s hope, because it makes you
STRONG
It gives you the solution to the
WRONG
I know that there is a
PORTAL
That will make things
NORMAL
Reuniting with Friends
This virus will end
All we need is an eye
TO ACHIEVE
All we need is to
BELIEVE

Aroush Umair, Age 11
Manchester West
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